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Play Equipment  
Abstract
Setter Play recognise the limitations that some 

conventional play units can have; traditional play 

units may look like a grown up’s idea of playground 

equipment featuring a tower with a roof but sometimes 

designs like these can be limiting to the imagination. 

A tower with a roof is invariably ‘a house’. We have 

therefore come up with a range of play units that do 

not prescribe how to play. The units are designed to 

develop free form use. Play is not dictated by the need 

to go up steps, over a platform and down a slide for 

example. Instead children are challenged to explore 

the three dimensional space that the unit occupies.  

Our abstract units can be explored around the outside, 

up the inside, over the top and through the middle. 

There is no right or wrong way to play. 
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Spiffy is designed to stimulate the core 

development requirements of KS1 children.

A tube net is the hub of the unit which is the 

catalyst to explore all points from the inside 

out. The outside faces of the unit provide 

challenges to enable a complete traverse to be 

achieved. Grip and grasp are challenged via the 

over head wedge ladder, balance and strength 

challenged through the rock traverse walls,  

a wavy overhead bar provides a destabilising 

influence whilst trying to cross the foot rope, 

a spider’s web net provides a climbing and 

crossing opportunity with a difference. A fun 

crossing is provided by a swivel step that 

rotates 180 degrees, completing the circuit.
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Vibe

Vibe is available in either a 900mm high deck  

or a 1500mm high decks.

The standard activities on the 900mm high  

unit are a vertical traverse net, the barrel 

climber, scramble net, drop rope traverse  

and the HDPE slide, a play bench/table 

provides low level accessible play.

The 1500mm high unit features an overhead 

ladder and the trapeze hoop crossing, scramble 

net and rockwall climbing surfaces.

The design of ‘Vibe’ allows for the creation  

of custom variations so we can tailor the 

activities and shape of the unit to fit your  

needs and location.
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Zippy is Vibe’s big brother featuring a second 

podium tower linked by an arcing traverse 

net. This expansive unit can accommodate a 

large number children with a range of ability 

levels from the physical trapeze hoops and 

overhead ladder to the calmer rope rungs and 

step bench. The unit continues the theme of 

the Abstract range by allowing children to 

explore the activities from all directions and 

points of access. The activities such as the 

overhead ladder can be used as a standalone 

feature or as part of the route to negotiate the 

equipment. The podiums act as a vantage point 

between traversing challenges and provide a 

non prescriptive space above and below decks.
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Pyramid was the first of Setter abstract climbers 

designed to be a modern take on the old 

Jungle Gyms of the 1970’s. The great thing 

about Jungle Gyms was the lack of direction 

for use. There weren’t any platforms, nor slides, 

nets or roofs to dictate play. We decided to 

emulate that ethos but update the design 

to feature an innovative (if ancient) shape 

combined with modern materials and activities.

Pyramid is a challenge for older children, 

featuring climbing activities throughout; unusual 

wavy rungs, challenging net platform and tube.
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